PAVAI POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
RANK HOLDERS - OCTOBER 2014

RANK HOLDERS IN THIRD YEAR CIVIL DEPARTMENT

S.SAIFULLA
III/CIVIL
678/700
FIRST RANK

N.NIVETHA
III/CIVIL
669/700
SECOND RANK

M.HARINANTHAN
III/CIVIL
660/700
THIRD RANK

RANK HOLDERS IN SECOND YEAR CIVIL DEPARTMENT

C.HARINITHA
II/CIVIL
642/700
FIRST RANK

M.AMARNATH
II/CIVIL
611/700
SECOND RANK

C.MANJUBHARKAVI
II/CIVIL
611/700
SECOND RANK

M.SUSMITHA
II/CIVIL
599/700
THIRD RANK
RANK HOLDERS IN THIRD YEAR MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT

P. RAJKUMAR  
III/DME  
684/700  
FIRST RANK

S. SELVAM  
III/DME  
683/700  
SECOND RANK

K. KARTHIKKRAJA  
III/DME  
682/700  
THIRD RANK

T. K. MANIAYARASAN  
II/DME  
693/700  
FIRST RANK

M. SWEATHA  
II/DME  
674/700  
SECOND RANK

S. BHARATHKUMAR  
II/DME  
660/700  
THIRD RANK

RANK HOLDERS IN THIRD YEAR AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT

P. MURUGANANTHAM  
III/DAE  
700/700  
FIRST RANK

K. SALAISAGASTHIRAN  
III/DAE  
693/700  
SECOND RANK

C. SRIHARINARAYANAN  
III/DAE  
684/700  
THIRD RANK
RANK HOLDERS IN SECOND YEAR AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT

G.ROKESH  
II/DAE  
670/700  
FIRST RANK

LAKSHMANSINGH DV  
II/DAE  
656/700  
SECOND RANK

N.BOOPATHI  
II/DAE  
646/700  
THIRD RANK

RANK HOLDERS IN THIRD YEAR ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

D.VIGNESH  
III/DEEE  
697/100  
FIRST RANK

G.DINESH  
III/DEEE  
692/700  
SECOND RANK

N.MOHANAPRABHARAN  
III/DEEE  
687/700  
THIRD RANK

M.THIYAGARAJAN  
III/DEEE  
687/700  
THIRD RANK

RANK HOLDERS IN SECOND YEAR ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

T.PRASATH  
II/DEEE  
688/700  
FIRST RANK

L.ANANDH  
II/DEEE  
686/700  
SECOND RANK

G.SUNDARARAJAN  
II/DEEE  
678/700  
THIRD RANK
RANK HOLDERS IN THIRD YEAR ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

S. DIVYA
III/DECE
696/700
FIRST RANK

R. BABY SOWMIYA
III/DECE
687/700
SECOND RANK

S. VIMALA
III/DECE
686/700
THIRD RANK

RANK HOLDERS IN SECOND YEAR ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

M. SANKARANARAYANAN
II/DECE
657/700
FIRST RANK

V. VIGNESHWARI
II/DECE
655/700
SECOND RANK

C. VIJAY
II/DECE
651/700
THIRD RANK

RANK HOLDERS IN THIRD YEAR COMPUTER ENGINEERING

A. POONGODI
III/DCSE
693/700
FIRST RANK

P. GOWTHAM
III/DCSE
686/700
SECOND RANK

T. NIVEDHA
III/DCSE
683/700
THIRD RANK
RANK HOLDERS IN SECOND YEAR COMPUTER ENGINEERING

D. SANGEETHA  
II/DCSE  
692/700  
FIRST RANK

MANE SERVAJEET  
SIDDHESWAR  
II/DCSE  
676/700  
SECOND RANK

B. BANUPRIYA  
II/DCSE  
663/700  
THIRD RANK

RANK HOLDERS IN FIRST YEAR GENERAL ENGINEERING

D. JANANI  
I/DECE  
788/800  
FIRST RANK

S. KIRUTHIKA  
I/CIVIL  
785/800  
SECOND RANK

S. MATHUMATHI  
I/DEE  
776/800  
THIRD RANK